Parts of a car diagram

You should take your vehicle to a service center if something seems to be off, but it helps
tremendously if you know something about car maintenance yourself. It helps if you look at a
car parts diagram, so you know where the most important parts in your vehicle are located.
Learn about car parts so you can have more in-depth discussions with your service technician
about how to adequately maintain your vehicle. The battery is a critical component. It allows
your vehicle to turn on in the first place. Car batteries provide the jolt of electricity that is
needed to power the engine as well as the electrical accessories in your vehicle. Your battery
transforms chemical energy into electrical energy that is delivered to the starter to start the
engine. The alternator generates electricity that transfers mechanical energy into electrical
energy by an alternating current AC. As the vehicle moves, the alternator uses the mechanical
energy created to recharge the battery. Battery struggles can be the result of overcharging from
the alternator. Axles are an important part when you want to move, brake and turn. Axles are
attached to the wheels and support the weight of your vehicle, transfer power, and are a vital
component in the steering system. Most modern vehicles are equipped with a split axle, where
each wheel on each side is connected to an independent shaft, making the ride smoother and
more comfortable as well as improving cornering and traction, which extends the life of the
tires. The axle is responsible for transferring power from the engine to the wheels. It is an
important part when you want to move, brake and turn. You can tell if your axles are in a state of
disarray if they start making loud clunking noises. You will also experience severe vibrations
throughout your car, especially when you turn or brake. There is the brake pedal, caliper, light
switch, pad and rotor. Most of the time when something is amiss with the brakes, it is a result of
something going wrong with the caliper, pad, or rotor. Brake calipers can either be located in
the front or rear of the car, but they will be behind a wheel. Brake pads are also behind a wheel,
and, over time, the padding will begin to wear down. You know a pad is on its last legs when
you start to hear a loud, screeching sound every time you brake. Brake fluid is also vital to the
operation of your brakes. Brake fluid aids in the hydraulic process that amplifies pressure
needed to slow and stop your vehicle. Finally, there is the brake rotor. This part is located
alongside the caliper and pad, and it is exposed to a great deal of heat every time you brake.
Braking is impaired when the rotors begin falling apart. Always replace rotors in pairs to stay on
the safe side. You will find the radiator underneath the hood. It will be located near the engine
because its responsibility is to cool the engine down and prevent it from overheating. It needs
to have sufficient quantities of engine coolant to ensure the engine temperature never rises too
high. To prevent an overheating situation, the coolant flows throughout the vehicle attracting
heat and transports it away from the engine block to the radiator. Finally, the heat is dissipated
away from the vehicle into the atmosphere. The AC compressor is found in the engine
compartment. It will be on one of the sides and attached to the serpentine drive belt. The AC
compressor cycles through Freon in order to provide cool air throughout the vehicle. You will
know when the compressor is damaged because you will not feel any cold air coming through
the vents, and the compressor will make loud, bothersome noises when in operation. The
muffler itself is located between the engine in the front and tailpipe in the back. Make sure to
repair any muffler problems as soon as you notice them, because total catalytic converter
failure can result in costly repair bills. When you look at a car parts diagram, you need to take
into consideration whether you own a front-wheel drive or rear-wheel drive vehicle. With
front-wheel drive, the transmission will be located between the transaxles behind the engine
block. With rear-wheel drive, it will be found bolted directly to the back of the engine. Manual
transmissions are shifted by the driver from a gearing device inside the power train. CVT
transmissions change gears smoothly through a continuous range of gear ratios. Shock
absorbers help keep your vehicle stable when you drive over uneven roadways. The absorbers
will be located on the underside of your car. The catalytic converter is part of the emissions
system and is used to reduce the nitrous oxide, hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide that is
produced during the combustion process. The converter is made of stainless steel using a
catalyst to remove harmful emissions. A vehicle with a faulty catalytic converter will trigger the
check engine light. Feel free to ask our experienced technicians as many questions as you need
to, so you can learn about car parts and become a more informed driver. Enter your email
address and we'll email you a digital version of this coupon that you can present on your mobile
device at your Sun Auto Service Shop. Skip to content. Find a Location Locations. Make An
Appointment Appointments. Battery The battery is a critical component. Alternator The
alternator generates electricity that transfers mechanical energy into electrical energy by an
alternating current AC. Axle Axles are an important part when you want to move, brake and turn.
Radiator You will find the radiator underneath the hood. Transmission When you look at a car
parts diagram, you need to take into consideration whether you own a front-wheel drive or
rear-wheel drive vehicle. Shock Absorbers Shock absorbers help keep your vehicle stable when

you drive over uneven roadways. Catalytic Converter The catalytic converter is part of the
emissions system and is used to reduce the nitrous oxide, hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide
that is produced during the combustion process. Email me this coupon. Print this coupon. Click
the button below to print. Print Coupon. Connect With Us. Privacy Policy. Find Your Store. This
is a list of automotive parts , mostly for vehicles using internal combustion engines which are
manufactured components of automobiles :. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia
list article. Anti-intrusion bar Outer door handle Inner door handle Window motor Door control
module Door seal Door water-shield Hinge Door latch Door lock and power door locks
Central-locking Fuel tank or fuel filler door. Backup camera Dashcam. Ammeter Clinometer
Dynamometer Fuel gauge Manometer Hydrometer Odometer also called milometer or
mileometers Speedometer Tachometer also called rev counters Temperature gauge Tire
pressure gauge Vacuum gauge Voltmeter Water temperature meter Oil pressure gauge. Main
article: Automotive lighting. Engine bay lighting Fog light also called foglamp Spotlight
Headlight also called headlamp Headlight motor Interior light and lamp License plate lamp also
called number plate lamp or registration plate lamp Side lighting Brake light Tail light Tail light
cover Indicator light turn signal control, also called the turn signal lever, also called the "turn
signal stalk", typically mounted on the steering shaft behind the steering wheel. Airbag sensors
Automatic transmission speed sensor Camshaft position sensor Crankshaft position sensor
Coolant temperature sensor Fuel level sensor Fuel pressure sensor Knock sensor Light sensor
MAP sensor Mass airflow sensor Oil level sensor Oil pressure sensor Oxygen sensor o2
Throttle position sensor. Starter Starter drive starter pinion gear Starter motor Starter solenoid
Glowplug. See also: frame vehicle. See also: Exhaust gas recirculation. Axle Camber arm
Control arm Beam axle Idler arm Kingpin Lateral link Pan-hard rod Pit-man arm Power steering
assembly and component Rack end Shock absorber Spindle Spring Air spring Coil spring Leaf
and parabolic leaf spring Ball joint Rubber spring Spiral spring Stabilizer bars and link Steering
arm Steering box Steering pump Steering column assembly Steering rack a form of steering
gear; see also rack and pinion and recirculating ball Steering shaft Steering wheel driving wheel
Strut Stub axle Suspension link and bolt Trailing arm. Automotive design. Part of a series of
articles on cars. Daytime running lamp Headlamp hidden high-intensity discharge sealed beam
Rear position lamps Reversing lamps Safety reflector retroreflector Stop lamps Turn signals
trafficators. Horn Tow hitch Window deflector Wing mirror power side-view mirror. Category
Commons Portal. Categories : Auto parts Car-related lists Lists of parts. Hidden categories:
Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Lighting Daytime
running lamp Headlamp hidden high-intensity discharge sealed beam Rear position lamps
Reversing lamps Safety reflector retroreflector Stop lamps Turn signals trafficators. Car Parts!
List of different parts of a car in English with examples and pictures. If you are driving through
an English speaking country and suddenly find yourself having car trouble, you are going to
need to call for roadside assistance or take your car to the nearest garage. If this happens, you
will find things will be much more easy if you are able to refer to the names of the different car
parts. In this section, you will be able to learn the English names of the parts of a car which will
grow your vocabulary and help you in communicating. A car or automobile is a wheeled motor
vehicle used for transportation. Learn different auto parts with American English pronunciation.
Hi, Congratulations for the new blog Pricing should be communicable like reasonable so one
can find it right cost you are charging it for car part. Whenever Someone replacing a part of the
car means he can run the car for a longer period. You can also find Car Parts Online as well at
Cheaper rate. By this you can save your time and Money also. Thanks for sharing. Have a nice
Day. Prev Article Next Article. Table of Contents. Notify of. Oldest Newest Most Voted. Inline
Feedbacks. Car Trends. Gayetri Das. Alexis Chibulke. Would love your thoughts, please
comment. Taking the next step in your maintenance or restoration project means relying on
Raybuck Auto Body Parts. Our body panels â€” made from heavy-gauge stamped steel â€”
uphold a reputation for quality. Refer to the truck body panel diagram and follow along with
each number and truck body part name to learn more about each one and how Raybuck can
provide you with top-quality aftermarket replacements. You can also check out this video that
walks you through each major rust replacement area on a truck. Bumpers are located at the
very front of the vehicle, below the front grille. As a result, they often need to be replaced after a
front-end collision. Bumper ends are an important addition to the bumper itself. They seal the
larger assembly from the corrosive influence of dirt, water and road debris â€” all factors that
can cause damage over time to these parts. Also called a bumper valance, these can be found
on the front, rear or both on most modern trucks. Also called inner fender wells, inner fenders
can take a beating from the environment and daily driving conditions. They provide protection

against outside conditions plus rocks and other types of debris thrown by wheels. Fenders form
an arch on the front side of the vehicle body around each of the wheel openings.. Rotating tires
can throw lots of water, snow or pieces of debris while driving, so fenders help mitigate some of
this matter. The complete truck door is made of several components, but this term refers to the
largest panel and shell. Areas at the bottom of doors can trap water, dirt and debris â€”
especially when drain holes get clogged. Rocker panels are made from steel. They provide
structural support and continuity between the front and rear. These parts tend to see especially
rough treatment on work trucks and among off-road enthusiasts. Cab corners on a truck refer to
the section of the body at the rear of the cab, between the passenger section and the bed. These
steel panels are another environment-facing component that tends to experience damage and
corrosion over time. Because of the location, this panel often rusts over time and will need to be
replaced. Rear panels may experience rusting and corrosion, however damage from objects
seated loosely in the bed of the truck is even more common. Wheel arch panels receive abuse
from grime and salt. These are the panels that sit above and around the rear truck wheels. They
protect the rest of the body from moisture and debris thrown by your tires, so they often need to
be replaced after years of use. Manufacturers tend to put foam in between the wheel arch and
the inner wheelhouse, to help limit vibration and noise, but this foam holds moisture and
causes both panels to rust. The outer wheelhouse faces the tires, and the inner wheelhouse
faces the interior of the bed. Both undergo their share of potential damage and wear-and-tear
from use and the elements. This area is the one located between the rear wheel and the rear
bumper of your truck. They commonly get scratched, dented and dinged from parking lot
bumps or if you accidently back into another vehicle or object. Road grime, salt, and mud often
get stuck on the inside of this panel which causes it to rust from the inside as well. Header
panels are an important part of the body that provides support and mounting locations for grille
assemblies and headlights. Keep an eye on this panel â€” both the visible and covered parts
â€” for rust and other signs of wear. The hood protects your engine and other essential
components of your truck. Whether you have a rusted or damaged hood, replacing it is often
relatively easy. Because it is often out of site, you may not notice rust or other damage to this
panel. Even direct sunlight over prolonged periods can damage your roof panel. Your truck bed
floor takes a beating â€” from payloads going in and out, to salt, water and debris that
accumulates in it. Your floor is likely made up of several different panels. Depending on the
damage you may be able to only replace parts of it or certain panels or supports. Wheel tubs are
the rounded sections above the rear tires that extend into the bed area. Located at the very back
of your truck, there is no end to the ways you can damage a tailgate. Whether you back into a
post in a parking lot or get rear-ended while sitting in traffic, tailgates are a commonly damaged
component of your vehicle. These will also rust out over time along the lower edge. Similar to
our truck diagram, refer to the car auto body parts diagram that coordinates with the following
numbers to gain more insight on each product. You can also check out this video that walks
you through each major rust replacement area on a car. Bumpers are located at the very front
and rear of the car. These can be found on the front, rear or both on most modern cars. They
provide protection from outside conditions as well as rocks and other types of debris thrown by
the wheels. Fenders are some of the most recognizable car components. They form an arch â€”
made either of plastic or metal â€” on the side of the vehicle body, around each of the wheel
cutouts. Tires can throw lots of water, snow or pieces of debris while driving, so fenders help
mitigate some of this. They typically provide a place for windshield wipers when not in motion
and prevent flying debris and excess moisture from entering the cowl and vent panel. The
overall car door is made of several components, but this term refers to the largest outer panel
and shell. Areas at the bottom of doors can trap water, dirt and debris. Lower door skins often
suffer from rust and corrosion. They provide structural support and continuity between the front
and rear, as well as protecting the frame of your car from exposure to moisture and dirt. This
part of the body is a hotspot for damage from road debris as well as rust. Wheel arch panels
receive abuse from moisture, grime and salt. These components can experience their share of
potential damage and wear-and-tear from use and the elements. The quarter panel on your car
is located between the rear door and the trunk. These panels are often damaged in parking lot
fender benders or rear-end traffic accidents. For some vehicles you can purchase just the lower
rear quarter panel section so that you do not have to replace the entire quarter panel. Lower
rear quarter panels usually go from a trim line in the body down and extend from the wheel
opening back to the bumper. Fender extension panels improve the functionality and aesthetic
appeal of the fender itself. Header panels are located above your bumper and offer a place for
your headlights and grille to attach. Driving a vehicle with a compromised hood can introduce
debris and other hazards to your engine, possibly causing far worse damage than the rust you
were putting off fixing. The firewall is a hugely important piece of every car that separates the

frame and engine from the passenger compartment. A fender flare on a car is an extension of
the fender that provides extra coverage for extended or oversized wheels. Fender flares help
protect the rest of your car from this flying debris. The truck or deck lid of your car is a cover
that gives you access to your storage area. Truck lids are often damaged in rear end collisions.
When you shop with Raybuck Auto Body Parts, you will receive top-quality panels, superior
customer service and a knowledgeable team to assist you in finding the right truck or car panel.
We offer competitive pricing and meet premium standards for quality and durability. Check out
our full inventory of auto body parts and panels here. What is the part name in engin bay that
sweeps down and back under the fire wall, left and right. The transmission fits between them. Hi
Matt. The windshield and rear glass are obviously in two different areas of the car. Are you
referring to the window frames, maybe? Your email address will not be published. Due to
shipper and supplier delays, your order may take longer to arrive. Thanks for your patience.
Search Articles:. Bumper End Bumper ends are an important addition to the bumper itself.
Valance Panel Also called a bumper valance, these can be found on the front, rear or both on
most modern trucks. Inner Fender Also called inner fender wells, inner fenders can take a
beating from the environment and daily driving conditions. Fender Fenders form an arch on the
front side of the vehicle body around each of the wheel openings.. Door The complete truck
door is made of several components, but this term refers to the largest panel and shell. Cab
Corner Cab corners on a truck refer to the section of the body at the rear of the cab, between
the passenger section and the bed. Wheel Arch Panel Wheel arch panels receive abuse from
grime and salt. Lower Rear Bedside This area is the one located between the rear wheel and the
rear bumper of your truck. Header Panel Header panels are an important part of the body that
provides support and mounting locations for grille assemblies and headlights. Truck Bed Floor
Your truck bed floor takes a beating â€” from payloads going in and out, to salt, water and
debris that accumulates in it. Tailgate Located at the very back of your truck, there is no end to
the ways you can damage a tailgate. Valance Panel These can be found on the front, rear or
both on most modern cars. Fender Fenders are some of the most recognizable car components.
Door The overall car door is made of several components, but this term refers to the largest
outer panel and shell. Lower Door Skin Lower door skins often suffer from rust and corrosion.
Wheel Arch Panel Wheel arch panels receive abuse from moisture, grime and salt. Quarter
Panel The quarter panel
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on your car is located between the rear door and the trunk. Fender Extension Panel Fender
extension panels improve the functionality and aesthetic appeal of the fender itself. Header
Panel Header panels are located above your bumper and offer a place for your headlights and
grille to attach. Firewall The firewall is a hugely important piece of every car that separates the
frame and engine from the passenger compartment. Fender Flare A fender flare on a car is an
extension of the fender that provides extra coverage for extended or oversized wheels. Auto
Body Panels and Parts From Raybuck When you shop with Raybuck Auto Body Parts, you will
receive top-quality panels, superior customer service and a knowledgeable team to assist you
in finding the right truck or car panel. That should be part of the floor pan and transmission
tunnel. What is the name of the part that the windshield and rear glass mount to on a 68 lemans.
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